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Jennifer is a successful
interior designer and

mother of two but is best-
known for her hilarious wit
and cynicism, as portrayed

on the BravoTV show
'Sweet Home Oklahoma'.
Jennifer and Pumps may

have one of the most funny
and iconic friendships of 

 all time (but obviously
we're biased)

jennifer
welch

http://instagram.com/mizzwelch


Angie "Pumps" Sullivan
took the world by storm

when she hit their
television screens. An
attorney by trade who
moonlights as a failed
prankster. Jennifer will
tell you that "there's no

one like Pumps, and there
never will be." 

angie
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sullivan
" "

http://instagram.com/pumpspumpspumps


Heather Dubrow             @heatherdubrow
Jackie Schimmel            @jackieschimmel @thebitchbible
Ashley Longshore          @ashleylongshoreart
Beach Too Sandy,
Water Too Wet                @xtineshiefer @xandyshiefer
Reality Gays                      @realitygayspodcast
Sarah Edmondson         @sarahedmondson @alittlebitculty
Amanda Hirsch               @notskinnybutnotfat

past guests:

    Join Jennifer Welch and Angie
“Pumps” Sullivan and their special
guests on “Iʼve Had It” and let this
comedic, feel-good podcast expose
you to all the things you didnʼt know
youʼve had it with! Donʼt ask them to
bring a casserole to your event or to
celebrate international snow cone day
with you because theyʼve HAD IT.

Top Charting Positions on
Apple Podcasts:

7 46
All Shows Society &

Culture

Top Charting Positions
on Spotify:

14 82
All Shows Society &

Culture



hot episodes:

I've Had It: Public Displays of Assholery with Heather Dubrow

I've Had It: Self-Yelp Seminar 

I've Had It: Private Eyes, Public Places

     Have you ever accidentally attended a swingers dinner party? Pumps has. On this episode
Jennifer and Pumps are joined by RHOC star and Podcast host, Heather Dubrow. They discuss
what makes a horrible party guest and how to avoid being one yourself. Also, if you're reading this:
Please stop inviting Jennifer to parties, there's nothing less she would rather do.

     Jennifer and Pumps are joined by Christine & Xandy Shiefer, the hosts of Beach Too Sandy,
Water Too Wet. They dive deep into the world of Yelp and it's many horrendous and hilarious
reviews. Jennifer also teaches Pumps a thing or two about what really goes on inside a strip club.

     Jennifer and Pumps welcome Private Investigators Bari Kroll and Jen Rosant, who impart advice
on what to do when you see a red flag in your spouse. Meanwhile, Jennifer has had it with
Pharmaceutical commercials.

I've Had It: Mediocrity is Trending with Amanda Hirsch
     Jennifer and Pumps are joined by Amanda Hirsch, host of Not Skinny But Not Fat.  Amanda
teaches the girls about the influencer phenomenon that is GRWM's. Don't know what that stands
for? Neither does Pumps. The three also express their downright hatred of the snail mail
Christmas card tradition. PSA: Nobody cares about your matching pajama family photoshoot, all it
does it take up space in our trashcans. 
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